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ABSTRACT

This paper examines the variation of wave characteristics and net Longshore Sediment Transport (LST) rates along the Ramin Harbor, southeast coast of Iran. Potential LST rates were determined based on three empirical relationships, namely, CERC, Kamphuis and Komar and using transformed hindcast offshore waves from 1985 to 2006. Detailed analysis of 22-year deep water wave information for the region indicates considerable seasonal variations for the wave conditions, with high energy monsoon waves being generated in Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea from southern direction during monsoon season. Moreover, the long period swell waves originated from Indian Ocean usually approach the coast from southeast to south. Further, the variable sea waves characterized by shorter-period, normally spreading from west to southwest, are superimposed on the basis swell during non-monsoon season. In order to assess the reliability and accuracy of the predicted magnitudes for LST rates, the achieved results were compared with the field data, with the Kamphuis equation being found to give acceptable estimation for the potential LST rate. Finally, through morphological analyze of the adjacent shorelines and coastal region, a reasonable agreement was established for the LST direction.

1. Introduction

A proper knowledge of sediment transport processes along beaches is of significant importance for engineers in coastal planning facilities. Assessment of the sediment transport rate and its predominant direction are known as important data in designing of shore protection measures. Also, it has been known that among different coastal processes and parameters, Longshore Sediment Transport (LST) is the most important parameter that controls the sediment dynamics and diverse morphological changes (Güner, Yüksel, and Çevik, 2013). It also provides an integral part of the input required for determination of dredging requirements at a port entrance (Schoonees, 2000). Furthermore, it is generally accepted that wave action is the primary source of energy available at a coastline compared to the other oceanographic parameters such as winds, tides and ocean currents for moving sediments (Prasad and Reddy, 1988). Breaking of waves as they approach to the nearshore zone is primarily associated with large amount of wave energy losses and producing the longshore currents which transport significant amount of sediments along the coast (Kunte and Wagle, 1993).

The contribution of different terms to the magnitude of the LST rate has been investigated by a number of researchers over the last decades (e.g., Camenen and Larroudé, 2003; Chempalayil et al., 2014; King, 2005; Larangeiro and Oliveira, 2003; Shanas and Sanil Kumar, 2014; Smith, Wang, Ebersole, and Zhang, 2009). It is also possible to calculate the transport rate utilizing various formulas and methods (Mafi, Yeganeh-Bakhtiary, and Kazemiznahad, 2013). Because of the complexity of the nearshore processes, numerical schemes are known to be the best tool available to describe the mechanisms governing coastal processes. But due to the extreme difficulty of acquiring extensive data over a complicated coastal topography and relatively high cost in conjunction with measurement processes, a commonly used approach is to estimate LST rate through empirical bulk formulations. Most of the LST empirical relationships suggested by researchers were extended based on laboratory data and can only be reliable for a specific circumstance. Thus, it was known that for a proper evaluation of the LST in a coastline which is subjected to various wave conditions, examination of the underlying processes and elements responsible for the
changes would be necessary (Sheela Nair, Sundar, and Kurian, 2015).

The present paper aims to investigate the long-term wave climatology of the Ramin Harbor using 22 years hindcasted wave data provided by the Iranian Ports and Maritime Organization (PMO). Seasonal to decadal variability of the LST is estimated based on empirical formulas over the period of 1985-2006. Morphological landforms and dredging statistics are used to evaluate the reliability of potential sediment transport rate along the study area. In addition, LST direction is determined through the calculations and littoral environmental observations.

2. Study area

2.1. Geomorphology

The study area in this research is Ramin fishery harbor, located in southeast of Iran, along the north coast of Oman Sea at 60.745 °E longitude and 25.268 °N latitude (Figure 1). The harbor layout is such that its basin’s mouth is located in front of a broken coastline and the navigations through the harbor entrance are subjected to a considerable sedimentation problem due to uncontrollable sediment drift towards the harbor entrance. Consequently, the water depth at the entrance and inside the basin decreases continuously. The harbor lies in a relatively straight coastline between Beris Headland and Chabahar Bay. This section faces the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean and the coastline has an extension of 60 km with more or less a WNW-ESE general orientation. The bottom contours align approximately parallel to the general trend of the shoreline. The area is mainly occupied by a series of cliffs and rocky landforms both on the eastern and western side, and short stretches of sandy beaches are located to the east of the harbor and the seasonal Lipar River at a distance of 8 km east of the harbor which is blocked by sand bar. Measurements of particle size distribution at a number of locations around the basin revealed that the bottom sediment size varies along the study area from fine sand to medium sand (with a median grain size of about 0.15 mm to 0.35 mm). Also, a bathymetric survey of the near-shore zone of the Ramin Harbor indicated that the beach and near-shore profiles are characterized by a relatively steep beach slope (The overall slope in the surf-zone was found to be in the order of about 0.05).

2.2. Winds

The Arabian Sea and the Gulf of Oman are subject to two distinct seasons separated by two short (30 to 45 days) transition periods. During December through March the winds blow predominantly from the northeast and during June through September they blow from the southwest. April and May; October and November are typically the spring and fall transition, respectively. From the standpoint of wave generation, northeast monsoon winds have no effect on the Oman Sea coast of Iran and particularly the Ramin Harbor, while southwesterly flow directly influences the study region coast (Walters and Sjoberg, 1988).

2.3. Hydrodynamics

This seasonal cycle of winds leads to a cycle in wave climate of the southeast coast of Iran, both over the open sea and over coastal areas. Hence, the study area is strongly influenced by high energy monsoon-induced waves being generated in the Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea from the southern direction during monsoon season (i.e., June to September). Furthermore, the coast is exposed to long period swell waves originating from the Indian Ocean and approaching from the sector between southeast to southern directions as well as generally the less-energetic sea waves which are propagating from west to southwest and being generated close to the shore by local Oman Sea winds, superimposed on the basis swell during non-monsoon season (i.e., October to May) (Figure 2) (Dibajnia, Kebriaee, and Allahyar, 2008).

Tides in the study area are mixed semi-diurnal dominant with a mean tidal range of 2.5 m and hence, the beach is categorized as a meso-tidal beach (Short, 1991). In meso-tidal condition, waves as well as tidal currents are important. However, in coastal regions where high energy waves are most dominant upon the shore planform, tidal influences usually become negligible (Short and Hesp, 1982), despite the low energy wave climates that exist in the study region during non-monsoon period, the high energy waves become predominant in the monsoon season.

3. Data and Methodology

Recent advancements in wave hindcast modeling provided the computation of extended, high-quality, continuous-wave time series, improving the information of the long-term wave climatology along the Iranian coasts.
Monitoring and Modeling Studies of Iranian Coasts is a multi-year study to determine wave climate on the Oman Sea and the Persian Gulf coastline of Iran and is based on numerical hindcast data provided by Iranian PMO. PMO hindcast wave estimates were compiled in intermediate to deep water depths with third-generation spectral wave model WAVEWATCH III (Tolman, 2009), and the achieved model results were found in excellent agreements with the measurements made at various buoy locations and satellite altimeter data (Dibajnia et al., 2008).

3.1. Wave Propagation Model Description
The wave conditions applied in the present study obtained from the aforementioned project at node 60.75° E and 25.125° N that extend from January 1985 to December 2006 with a 3-h interval. In order to assess the wave conditions in the near-shore and coastal zones which most often involves transformation of the known offshore wave statistics, MIKE 21 Spectral Wave model (MIKE 21 SW) was used. The model is based on flexible mesh and therefore particularly applicable for simultaneous wave analysis both in regional and local scales. In MIKE 21 SW model, the governing equation is based on the wave action conservation formulation given as:

$$\frac{\partial N}{\partial t} + \frac{\partial C_x N}{\partial x} + \frac{\partial C_y N}{\partial y} + \frac{\partial C_\sigma N}{\partial \sigma} + \frac{\partial C_\theta N}{\partial \theta} = \frac{S}{\sigma}$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

The left-hand side of this equation describes the wave spectral energy propagation in space and time and the right-hand side term contains the superposition of source functions describing various physical phenomena. The parameters in this equation are: $N = \sigma = \theta$ the action density spectrum divided by the relative angular frequency, $C_x$, $C_y$, $C_\sigma$, and $C_\theta$ is the propagation velocity of a wave group in the four-dimensional phase space $\vec{X}(x,y)$, $\sigma$ and $\theta$ respectively, and $S$ = the source term for the energy balance equation. The model is used for both offshore and nearshore wave modeling as it includes two different formulations: (a) directional decoupled parametric formulation and (b) fully spectral formulation (DHI Manual, 2014). In this study, the spectral formulation and time formulation of wave model have been selected as directionally decoupled parametric formulation and quasi-stationary, respectively. The regional modeled domain extends from Ramin coast to the WW3 simulation point in the N/S direction and from east of Chabahar Bay to a midway between the Chabahar and Beris fishery port in the W/E direction. Also, the local modeled domain extends 4.2 km along the shoreline and about 2 km across the shoreline and toward the open sea where water depth is about 25 m (Figure 1). The model has been run over unstructured grids in which a coarse mesh is used for the regional scale section of the computational domain with a high-resolution mesh describing the shallow water environment at the coastline. The grids’ data were achieved through interpolation of bathymetric data resulting from a compilation of the near-shore survey data with a digitized nautical hydrographic chart. Grid generation and bathymetry interpolation were accomplished by Mesh Generator, a pre-processing module of the MIKE model. The relevant size of triangle mesh varies from 1000 m to 80 m for the regional model, and varies from 100 m to 20 m for the local high-resolution model. Wave estimates derived from the WW3 hindcast of Iranian PMO at the node (60.75° E, 25.125° N; Figure 1) act as the boundary conditions along the offshore model boundary for the local wave simulation. The formulation of wave breaking derived by Battjes and Janssen (1978) is used, where $\alpha = 1$ and $\gamma = 0.85$. The Nikuradse roughness coefficient is used for the dissipation due to wave-bottom friction with a physical roughness of $K_N = 0.065$ m.

Table 1. Statistical results of model/measure comparison at buoy location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave parameters</th>
<th>Bias (m)</th>
<th>RMSE (m)</th>
<th>Scatter (%)</th>
<th>Correlation</th>
<th>Number of observation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant wave height</td>
<td>0.07</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave period (sec)</td>
<td>-0.11</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean wave direction (deg)</td>
<td>-0.59</td>
<td>13.06</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>N.A.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

For this particular study, since the model was only deployed for transformation of offshore wave statistics,
all wind-wave generation components (white-capping and quadruplet-wave interactions) were excluded.

In order to validate the model output parameters, a comparison is made between numerical model results against measured data at the Chabahar buoy location. The recorded data were collected at 3 h intervals using a Datawell Directional Waverider buoy near the Chabahar Bay (60.65° E and 25.267° N) from May 1998 to September 2000 discontinuously, which is deployed at 17 m water depth (Figure 1). The results, depicted in Figure 3 and Table 1, exhibit a relatively good agreement between the numerical model results and measured data. Moreover, in order to reduce running time, simulations were carried out using the annual representative wave bands for each year from 1992 to 2006 as the offshore forcing. Wave outputs were extracted along a cross-shore profile that extends from shoreline to approximately 20 m below LAT on the updrift side of the harbor (east side). Breaking wave characteristics were obtained at the point where the breaking criteria \( (H_s/d_b=0.78; \text{CERC}, 1984) \) was satisfied. These parameters were then used as the inputs for the following selected transport formulas. The instantaneous potential LST rate calculated for each wave band was converted into the annual transport considering the annual percent occurrence of each band.

3.2. Longshore Sediment Transport Formulas

Estimation of LST rates were computed using three different bulk formulations proposed by CERC (1984), Kamphuis (1991) and Komar (1998). Empirical formulas which have been used to predict potential LST rate, derived from extensive field measurements and laboratory investments and considering different parameters in formulations result in different predictions of LST value.

3.2.1. CERC formula (1984)

One of the most widely used relationships for computing LST rate is the CERC (1984) formula, which assumes proportionality between the volume of transported sediments and the longshore energy flux. The CERC formula is defined by:

\[
Q = \frac{K}{(\rho_s - \rho_w)^{1-n}g} \cdot \frac{H_{sb}^2 \cdot C_{gb} \cdot \sin(2\alpha_b)}{16}
\]

Where \( Q \) represents the LST rate in volume per unit time, \( K \) is a dimensionless empirical proportionality coefficient and was taken as 0.39, \( \rho_w \) is the density of saltwater, \( \rho_s \) is the sediment density, \( g \) is the gravity acceleration, \( n \) is the porosity of sediments, \( H_{sb} \) is the significant breaking wave height, \( C_{gb} \) is the wave group celerity at the breaker line and \( \alpha_b \) is the wave breaking angle.

![Figure 3. Time series plots of modeled and measured wave parameters at Chabahar buoy from Jan. 30, 2000 to Feb. 20, 2000: (a) significant wave height, (b) mean wave period, (c) mean wave direction](image-url)

3.2.2. Kamphuis (1991)

Kamphuis (1991) also presented an equation based on dimensional analysis which is a function of combination of all the important terms influence on wave breaking and sediment movements:

\[
Q = \frac{2.27H_{sb}^2T_p^{1.5}m_b^{0.75}D_{50}^{-0.25} \sin(0.6(2\alpha_b))}{(\rho_s - \rho_w)(1-n)}
\]

In which \( T_p \) = peak wave period, \( m_b \) = the beach slope in the surf zone and \( D_{50} \) = sediment median grain size.

3.2.3. Komar (1998)

Using breaker height and breaker angle, Komar (1998) proposed the following relationship:

\[
Q = 0.46\rho_w \omega^2 H_{sb}^2 \sin(\alpha_b) \cos(\alpha_b)
\]

For the present study, the aforementioned equations are compared with each other and validated against the net LST rate estimated based on the observed shoreline evolution pattern, dredging records and geomorphological features to determine the reliability of the figures of LST formulae for the study area.

4. Results

4.1. Wave Climate

The long-term variations in offshore wave climate were studied based on computing of mean annual wave data. Table 2 shows that mean annual significant wave height \( (H_s) \) varies from 0.27 m to 1.65 m with an average value of 0.82 m. The mean annual wave period \( (T_s) \) also varies between 3.6 sec and 12.3 sec, with an average magnitude of 6.85 sec. The coasts of Ramin are exposed to waves propagating annually from the sector.
119° to 244°, with the average value of nearly 178° (Table 2).

Table 2. Long-term mean annual wave characteristics between 1985 and 2006

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Wave parameters</th>
<th>Min.</th>
<th>Max.</th>
<th>Average</th>
<th>Standard deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Significant wave height (m)</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.65</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wave period (sec)</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>12.3</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>0.32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean wave direction (deg)</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>224</td>
<td>178.4</td>
<td>2.48</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To assess the seasonal variations of the deep water wave climate for the region, monthly-based analysis of wave parameters was carried out. During the non-monsoon season, monthly average $H_s$ ranges from 0.2 m to 1.13 m with the average of 0.48 m (nearly 95% of waves are with height less than 1 m) (Figure 4).

End of pre-monsoon period is characterized by transition of low energy wind waves to high energy swell waves. Compare to other seasons, wave heights exhibit higher values during monsoon conditions and are observed within the range of 0.78 m to 2.15 m, with an average value of 1.5 m (88% of waves are greater than 1 m). Maximum $H_s$ is experienced in July. The monthly average $T_z$ during January to May varies from 4.2 sec to 8 sec. However, maximum $T_z$ is observed in October and November (Figure 5).
About 10% of waves reach the coast from ESE to SSE, 70% of waves are between SSE and SSW and less than 20% of them approach from the sector between SSW and WSW. Further, with the onset of monsoon, long period swell waves propagating from south become predominant. Overall, the wave climate is dominated by high energy swell waves from south. However, significant seasonal variations in the wave conditions are experienced. The inter-annual variability of the deep-water wave parameters for the study site over a long period of 22 years, indicates that yearly wave characteristics are almost the same during the years (Figure 7). Furthermore, it presents an integration of clear annual cyclic pattern of monsoon waves and non-cyclic trend of non-monsoon waves.

Table 3. Estimated long-term mean net potential LST rates

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Potential LST (10^5 m^3 year^-1)</th>
<th>CERC</th>
<th>Kamphuis</th>
<th>Komar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3.66</td>
<td>1.55</td>
<td>2.63</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In order to provide the demonstration for the seasonal variability of LST, the net longshore transport was also examined based on monthly averages of 22-year (Figure 9). Seasonal variations in the LST rate are attributed to seasonal variations of the wave climate. Detailed analysis of the long-term monthly averages shows that the direction of net LST is from east to west throughout the year except during the monsoon months of June-July. As illustrated in Figure 6, the dominant direction of the wave is from SSE to S during the year, causing a large amount of sediment transport in westerly direction. It was also found that the wave height describes low energy conditions during the non-monsoon season, while during the monsoon season the wave energy increases and the waves are consistently high, which has a direct effect on the transport rate.
Figure 9. Monthly average net LST rate estimated at the breaker zone for the 22 years of wave hindcast from the CERC (1984), the Kamphuis (1991) and the Komar (1998)

The computed LST rate based on the CERC, Komar and Kamphuis during monsoon period (4 months) was 54, 50 and 36 %, respectively, of the total LST rate. The non-monsoon season (8 months) contributes to about 46, 50 and 64 % based on the same formulae.

The performance of the LST rates calculated from the CERC formula noticeably depend on the values considered for the $K$ empirical coefficient. Various values of the $K$ coefficient have been presented by the researchers over the last decades (e.g., Bailard, 1981, 1984; Kamphuis and Readshaw, 1978; del Valle, Medina, and Losada, 1993). However, the default value for this parameter recommended by Komar and Inman (1970) employed in this study yielded unsatisfactory results. Then, the Komar formula produced the estimation close to that calculated by the CERC formula since both the formulae have the same input parameters that need to be calibrated and adjusted with the field data. The Kamphuis expression gives values significantly smaller than the values obtained by the CERC and Komar.

5. Discussion

The magnitudes of potential LST calculated using the hindcast wave data and empirical formulae may overestimate or underestimate the transport rates under different conditions and at different sites. In addition, the above LST relationships suffer from uncertainties arising from local conditions in which they were developed and are also based on the assumption of infinite supply of sand along the shoreline. In order to achieve logical long-term net longshore transport rates, a number of verifications are usually required for the geomorphology of the study area. Coastal landforms respond to all the variables of shore drift during their course of formation and hence these landforms can be considered the most reliable of long-term sediment transport indicators (Kunte and Wagle, 1993). The coastline between the Chabahar Bay and Ramin Harbor is dominated by rocky coral beaches to the west, near the Chabahar Bay. Further east, until Ramin Harbor, it consists of sandy beaches, which are limited landward by cliffs. The coast between Ramin Harbor and Beris Headland is partially rocky, along with straight sandy beaches backed by coastal dune systems. Sand bar formed at the mouth of Lipar seasonal river on the updrift (east) side of the Ramin Harbor blocks sediment load discharge to the sea (Figure 10). Hence, the Ramin Harbor is situated in a supply limited coast.

Figure 10. Geomorphic landforms along the coastline extent between Chabahar Bay and Beris Headland

The sediment transport regime can also be inferred from the established shoreline movement trend across the study area. A relative stability in shoreline position can be found both on up-drift and down-drift sides of the harbor, while an accretion trend may be detected at the beach leaned to the secondary breakwater (Figure 11). Dredging operations performed in 2004 are responsible for the considerable shoreline retreat within the outer basin of the harbor. Numerical simulations conducted by Isaie Moghaddam et al. (2018), indicate that coastal currents over the study area flow toward the outer port basin and form...
evaluated the efficiency of 52 different LST formulae against an extensive database collected at a wide variety of sites around the globe and found that the Kamphuis (1991) formula is the most accurate overall ( Schoonees, Theron, and Bevis, 2006).

6. Conclusions
Estimates of the annual and inter annual LST variations along the Ramin Harbor, southeast coastline of Iran, have been determined using 22 years hindcasted wave data. Annual cycle of wave climate over the study area was dominated by two distinct seasonal changes: high energy waves from southern sector with an average period of 8.05 sec and height range from 0.78 to 2.15 m during monsoon season, and long period swells spreading from southeast to south direction superimposed with variable wind waves from west to southwest with the average period of 6.25 sec and wave height of 0.48 m during non-monsoon period. Computed long-term mean net potential LST rate for the region is 3.66, 1.55 and 2.63x10^5 m^3/year^-1 based on the CERC, Kamphuis and Komar formulae, respectively. The seasonal variation in LST rate was also observed in response to the seasonality of wave regime. Multiple lines of evidences have been deployed to evaluate the predicted LST magnitudes and directions. For this case study, the investigation was made at sandy beaches bounded with short stretches of rocky outcrops, where geologic features normally control sediment transport. Consequently, the actual longshore transport rate was less than the potential transport rate. It has then been found that the Kamphuis formula yielded more acceptable values in comparison with the other two formulae. In addition, a net sediment transport to the west was inferred from calculations and environmental observations.
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